New Perceptions provides children and adults in Northern Kentucky with opportunities for education, growth, and employment to facilitate each individual’s achievement to their maximum potential.

**Services Offered**

**CHILDREN SERVICES**
In-home therapy to prepare children for success in school.

**SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT**
Job placement and support for work in the community.

**THE LEARNING CENTER**
Educational opportunities in a supportive setting.

**THE WORK CENTER**
Employment on-site for diverse and independent functioning skills.
At New Perceptions, we believe in the **ability** of our participants; guiding and providing them with the tools and confidence necessary to reach their goals. We are a place where individuals can be themselves without fear or worry. A place where friends are made, where opportunities for achievement exist, where ordinary and extraordinary days are celebrated and laughter and fun round out the day.

Children receive occupational, physical, and/or speech therapy for a variety of developmental needs delivered by licensed therapists. Supported Employment offers adults one-on-one support to best succeed on the job. The Work Center provides employment on-campus. The Learning Center offers Adult Day, a relaxed setting for adults who need greater one-on-one support; Art Abilities for those who want to learn skills and/or express themselves through art; and Adult Learning, offering structured learning in topics such as reading, math, cooking, and health.

New Perceptions is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization.